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Abstract Heavy duty trucks are high variant products with a comparably small
production volume per product family. A high degree of specialization regarding
utilization scenarios and transportation tasks, as well as strong spreading of functional variability generate increasing numbers of offered variants. The continuous
introduction of new legal, technical and customer requirements combined with
long product life cycles as well as the need for prolonged technological backward
compatibility causes a complexity problem. Architecture standardization is a key
lever in reducing complexity by deliberately cutting the number of variants and
defining stable interfaces. However, at this point standardization potentials do not
seem to be fully exploited.
This paper proposes an architecture standardization method using two approaches complementing product architecture development. First, a prescriptive
approach predicts direct and indirect change propagation paths within a generic
truck architecture, based on component dependencies. Secondly, a descriptive approach identifies geometrical conflicts in the product concept phase and facilitates
the introduction of architectural standards, which in turn resolve these conflicts
and decouples dependencies within the architecture. Applying these methods
serves as a heat map that helps to identify the hot spots for potential standardization in product architectures. It is outlined and illustrated in two examples of
change-related conflicts between physical components and product functionality.
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Initial situation and outline of paper

Dependency Analysis provides potential levers for architectural standardization
Context:
Heavy Duty Trucks are high variant products with comparably low production volumes per product family
Challenges: Strong spreading in variance, increasing diversity of variants and high degree of customized solutions
cause complexity problem
Motivation: Standardization of architectural interfaces in order to reduce complexity, potentials seem to be not fully
exploited
Need for improvement/optimization

3. Approach

2. Objective

1. Initial Situation

Heavy duty trucks (HDT) are products with a tremendously high number of different operational scenarios and use cases. Their functionality and technical requirements vary greatly depending on their individual purpose (e.g. long-haul logistics, distribution, construction, etc.). The operational demand for a truck is
characterized by maximization of payload, reliability, efficiency and uptime.
[18, p. 8]
This paper discusses product architecture standardization in HDT using the example of MAN Truck & Bus AG (MAN), a leading German commercial vehicle
OEM. MAN’s large portfolio of highly configurable vehicles relies on a modular
architecture allowing for easy mass customization. The structure of this paper is
shown in figure 1.1.

Application of structured dependency analysis approach to reveal
architectural hot spots in order to define robust interfaces
Prescriptive approach
Change Prediction Method (CPM)
- Component-based analysis of change
propagation likelihood and impact
- Deduction of generic control strategies for
multiplicator and absorber components

Descriptive approach
Structural Complexity Management (SCM)
- Enhanced system-based product
architecture definition (components,
functions and packaging spaces)
- Identification of (in-)direct system dependencies

4. Use Case

Demonstrated/ Applied in
Example 1 (technology push)
- Component-based analysis of change
propagation likelihood and impact
- Deduction of solutions for architectural
standardization

Example 2 (requirement push)
- Requirement-driven analysis of change
propagation likelihood and impact
- Deduction of solutions for architectural
standardization

5. Conclusion

Indications for potential architectural standardization

Summary:
Results and learnings
Future Work: Potential developments due to identified limitations

Fig. 1.1 Outline of the paper structure

1.1 Challenge
The transport solution needed by a customer is always a combination of the truck
and its services and the body or trailer [18, p. 9]. Every single truck is a very indi-
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vidualized product (mass customization [18, p. 6]) serving as a platform for further extensions and modifications by equipment and body manufacturers, i.e. the
truck product architecture has to offer adaptability and flexibility beyond the influence of the OEM. MAN’s truck product architectures allow functional variants
of up to 1046 [12, p. 1].
Truck manufacturers cannot benefit from economies of scale due to significantly lower production volumes compared to passenger cars [18, p. 6]. Instead, the
focus lies on the modularity and versatility of HDT product architectures.
The high compatibility of components in conjunction with an ever-increasing
diversity of variants causes complexity problems. This is due to an increase of
functionality provided by new technologies (e.g. hybridization). Additionally, the
complexity further rises with increasingly sophisticated national and global legal
requirements (e.g. introduction of the EURO VI norm [16, pp. 172-175]). Lastly,
HDT product architecture has to remain backwards-compatible and still support
systems introduced decades ago, despite the continuous incorporation of new
technologies and components (e.g. concurrent use of EURO II/III in developing
countries and EURO IV+ in Europe).
The balancing act (to be solved) lies in the generation of new variants based on
a structure, which has grown over time and cannot be modified in a radical way in
order to retain backwards compatibility. At the same time, it is necessary to ensure
that the product architecture is future-proof against upcoming and long term
changes in technology and other requirements.

1.2 Motivation
This complexity problem is caused by growing numbers of subsystems or combinations thereof, which have to be incorporated in the product architecture.
Standardization of interfaces as well as geometric boundaries of package configuration were identified to be key levers to mitigate or control this complexity
problem. Through standardization potential variant combinations are deliberately
excluded from the desired solution space while standardized interfaces facilitate
controlling arising change propagation.
However standardization potentials are not fully exploited with regards to HDT
product architectures. A considerable amount of manpower is still involved in
clarifying and solving variance issues and further research on modular kits in
commercial vehicle design is ongoing [12, p. 2].
Product architecture standardization could resolve this complexity problem and
reduce conflict potentials in the early stages of product development.
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2

Objective

The objective of this paper is to systematically analyze the product architecture of
HDT by applying a structured dependency analysis approach to reveal architectural hot spots in order to define robust and stable interfaces. Hot spots are understood as the ideal elements to leverage the revealed standardization potentials.
Furthermore, this approach identifies change propagation paths as well as deduces means of controlling occurring change propagation. For an unambiguous
description of different packaging space constellations, a qualitative formalization
of packaging spaces is proposed, enabling systematic assignment of components
into geometric sections of the physical product structure [12]. Lastly, the objective
is to identify interfaces for potential standardization.
The novelty of the paper is constituted by proposing an extended product architecture definition and by applying a combination of two approaches to truck product development.
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Approach

The approach used in this paper combines prescriptive and descriptive methods in
order to identify key elements for architecture standardization. In general, prescriptive methods have the goal to advance the state of the practice using theorybased knowledge while descriptive methods use information and constraints of the
state of the practice in order to advance the theory-based state of the art. [20, p. 2]
The Change Prediction Method (CPM) [2] allows for prescriptive identification
of change-related risks in a product and provides a framework for handling
change-critical elements of the system (section 3.2). Structural Complexity Management (SCM) [14] allows the definition of extended product architectures from
a systems point of view and acts as the descriptive part of our approach.
The interaction between the prescriptive method, product development process,
descriptive method and architecture standardization is illustrated in figure 3.1.
provides input
prescriptive
Change Prediction Method

push

Architecture Standardization
Product Development Process
(Vee-Model)

provides input
pull

descriptive
Structural Complexity Management

Fig. 3.1 Utilization of prescriptive and descriptive methods for architecture standardization
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3.1 Theoretical Background
The classical definition of product architecture originates from the early 1990’s
when the question was raised whether product architectures may be used to simplify product development and to reduce its complexity. This product architecture
definition is based on three characteristics: [24, p. 420]
 arrangement of functional elements or functional structure
 mapping of functional elements to physical elements
 specification of the interfaces among interacting physical elements
Product architecture can also be described as a system. Definitions of systems
have a long history [26, p. 52; 9, p.34]. In this paper, a system is understood as a
combination of the definitions in [13, pp. 23-24] and [15, p. 8], considering both
system boundaries as well as its inputs and outputs.
An important aspect of product architecture research is to identify means of reducing complexity. In systems, complexity is manifested by connectedness, characterized by relationships, and variety, represented by elements. Their diversity
and quantity further adds to complexity [19, pp. 22-24]. The complexity of systems can be represented using graph theory or matrix-based approaches
[13, pp. 43–61].
Furthermore, complexity can be classified by linking the different dimensions
of complexity to strategic technical aspects of a product (see figure 3.2) [25].
Strategic
components

Process

Product/ System
complexity
Disciplinary
complexity

Product/ System
variants

Organizational
complexity

Work distribution &
organization

Development time

Dimensions of
complexity
Numerical
complexity
Relational
complexity
Variational
complexity

Product/ System

Dimensions of
complexity

Fig. 3.2 Coherence between dimensions of complexity and strategic components of a system

However, complexity is not an undesired state for a system or a product per se. It
comes with opportunities (e.g. capability to control a diversity of variants) and obstacles or negative effects (e.g. numerous changes due to lack of transparency). In
competitive market environments it is advantageous to have the ability to cope
with complexity. Many prosperous companies work on the edge of manageable
complexity, and are successful for exactly that reason [13, p. 20].
Literature discusses two fundamentally different approaches for handling complexity: (1) to avoid and mitigate it, and (2) to manage and control it [13, pp. 3135].
This paper utilizes matrix-based approaches to model and analyze product architectures as a system. The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) is a sort of intra-
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domain matrix which maps elements of the same nature to each other [6; 11, p. 2;
22]. A domain contains elements of the same nature [13, p.49].The mapping between DSM elements represents a specific dependency (e.g. physical, spatial, energy, or information) [13, p. 49].
A domain mapped to another domain is known as Domain Mapping Matrix
(DMM) [3]. DMM was introduced as a complementary form of DSM to overcome
its characteristic single-domain limitations. [4, p. 304]
A combination of DSM and DMM complemented with computation logics to
derive indirect relationships was introduced as Multiple-Domain-Matrix (MDM).
The MDM [17] enables the division of a complex system into subsystems, which
are represented by the different domains within the MDM [13, p. 78].
Hence, the domains of components and functions suffice to fully describe product architecture according to the definition mentioned above.
Modularity is one of the most important aspects of product architecture. It defines the way chunks of the product architecture are mapped to functions. There
are two archetypes of architectures: (1) modular and (2) integral architectures.
[10]
In reality, product architectures are not purely modular or integral but can be
classified into different degrees of modularity: (1) Component Sharing Modularity, (2) Component Swapping Modularity, (3) Cut to Fit Modularity, (4) Bus Modularity, (5) Sectional modularity and (6) Mix Modularity. [7, p. 350]
When represented in DSM form, different types of modularity can be visually
identified as shown in figure 3.3. Integral product architectures (DSMa) have a
very dense DSM. Bus modular architectures (DSMb) have vertical and horizontal
lines identifying their bus elements. Fully integrated product architectures with
serially connected elements have band DSMs (DSMc). [10, p. 6]

Fig. 3.3 Different types of modularization of product architectures according to [10, p. 6]

Standardization can be used to reduce complexity, costs and lead times in product
development. Modular architectures facilitate standardization [24, pp. 431-432].
Component standardization leads to the creation of less component variants.
Consequently, these fewer variants are used in higher quantities and benefit from
economies of scale and quality improvement by experience.
Architecture standardization (e.g. deliberate elimination of certain possible
component variants and component assignments) can be used to mitigate complexity and change propagation.
A formalization of packaging spaces is proposed to assign components in early
phases of product development into defined sectors of the package. The packaging
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space model is of qualitative nature and constructed using simple geometrically
adjoining bodies, since only rough information regarding component dimensions
and form is available in these early stages. The different vehicle types are generically divided using number and location of axles to derive a parametric typologization model. It is based on cross sections attached to meaningful longitudinal and
lateral locations of the vehicle.
Due to its qualitative nature, the model can be universally transferred to other
vehicle architectures (e.g. cars). The result is a flexible grid, which is adaptable in
terms of distinctness. An emerging packaging space element is modeled as a rectangular prism defined by its six boundary layers. It can be unambiguously visualized using superposed side and top projections of technical drawings (see figure 3.4).
Main sectors
Mid sectors (axles)

Fig. 3.4 Packaging spaces visualized by superposing qualitative grid and technical drawings in
[12, p. 10]

There are other methods for investigating system-to-system interaction (i.e. zonal
analysis [1]). However this method is preferably used for aerospace system safety
assessment of specific systems, not considering variable system scenarios.
In contrast the proposed model focusses on supporting early decision making
by confirming the feasibility to accommodate certain components in emerging
packaging spaces.

3.2 Prescriptive: Change Prediction Method
The Change Prediction Method (CPM), initially proposed in 2004 [2], can be used
for modular kit development in commercial vehicle design with some adaptations.
[12, p. 8-9]
The input used for this method is an innovation planning document mapping
product requirements to a generic truck product decomposition. This data is used
to generate a DSM describing the change propagation likelihood between elements of the product decomposition. These change propagation dependencies can
be modeled in different ways. Firstly, as a dependency score where multiple oc-
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currences of dependency pairs from the input document are summed up with specific weights indicating the level of dependency. Secondly, in a probabilistic way
where multiple occurrences of dependency pairs in the input document are treated
like a binomial distribution of propagation likelihoods.
The probabilistic approach has the advantage of producing bounded values representing propagation likelihoods from 0 to 1. In a first step, these likelihoods describe direct propagation from one component (C1) to another (C2). However, this
approach also allows the aggregation of indirect propagation paths from component (C1) to component (C2) via a path of other components (Ci) [2, p. 792-793].
The combined likelihood matrix can be multiplied with propagation impacts in order to compute a propagation risk matrix.
This component-to-component DSM is used to classify components into different change propagation behaviors by comparing their indegree and outdegree
[21, p. 7; 5, p. 13; 23, p. 73-74]. In this classification, components can act as
 constants, which are not affected by change. They neither propagate nor absorb
changes nor do they add complexity to the change propagation problem.
 absorbers, which can absorb more changes than they initiate. Absorbers reduce
the complexity of change propagation.
 carriers, which propagate a similar amount of change as they absorb. They do
not affect the complexity problem.
 multipliers, which propagate more change than they absorb. Thereby they amplify changes and increase the complexity of the problem.
Propagation behavior is not an intrinsic feature of a system component. It can be
influenced by increasing or decreasing the contingency margin of a part
[21, p. 13]. Some components, however, might not be changed due to management policy or strategic implications. Typically, these components are bought-in
components or involve long development times; they are called resistors. Resistors reflect changes [5, p. 14] and usually cause changes in more changeable parts
of their surroundings.
In order to increase robustness of product architectures, different measures can
be taken regarding change multipliers: They can be isolated and decoupled from
other components in order to reduce their probability of receiving and thus multiplying changes, or equipped with sufficient contingency margins mitigating their
multiplying behavior in favor of more absorbing behavior [5, p. 14].
Another option is grouping all absorbers and isolating carriers and multipliers
by packing them in separated modules [8, p. 7].

3.3 Descriptive: Structural Complexity Management
Structural Complexity Management (SCM) is a generic and standardized approach
to tackle engineering problems in product design and development [13, pp. 62-66].
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The procedure is divided into five steps, introduced in table 3.1. General starting
point for its application is a sound understanding of the actual engineering problem and where its complexity arises from, even before the system definition is approached.
No. Step

Activities and operations

Deliverable

1 System
definition

A target-aimed system definition is performed by modeling all in- MDM
formation within a MDM framework. It involves the definition of Framework
a system boundary, an appropriate level of abstraction, identification of domains and the determination of relevant dependencies
within the system. The decision about requirement-driven or data
based information acquisition is prepared.

2 Information
acquisition

Gathering of native (direct) dependencies between domain ele- Direct
ments. To ensure the expressiveness of acquired data, the acquired system
information must be frequently verified.
dependencies

3 Deduction
To complete the set of required information the different computa- Representaof indirect
tion schemes are executed to derive the indirect dependencies
tion of subsets
dependencies
4 Structure
analysis

Graph and matrix-based models are used to carry out a structural Significant
analysis of the system. The main objective is to identify meaning- constellations
ful structures of the system and its key elements.

5 Product
design
application

Induces learnings from the structural analysis for incremental im- Improved
provement or redesign of the system as a whole. The reach of in- system
cremental improvement is limited while redesign realizes major management
improvements regarding structure and documented transparency. & design

Table 3.1 Procedure of Structural Complexity Management

For the application of the SCM approach choosing a thoughtful abstraction level is
important. It defines the depth of detail within the relevant system and has a high
impact on data acquisition effort. The trade-off must be made between the level of
detail, uncertainty of information, and its acquisition efforts.
An advantageous characteristic of SCM is the feasibility to compute indirect
dependencies based on natively acquired direct relationships within systems.
We, for instance, we gained valuable insights regarding potential packaging
space conflicts of components due to their assignment to the same packaging
space. The likelihood of a packaging space conflict between two components that
are actually unrelated is proportional to the strength of the computed indirect dependency. In addition, without knowledge of components assigned to distinct
packaging spaces, it is possible to advise their assignment into selected packaging
spaces based on their individual connectedness within the system. With this, the
structural characteristic of the system can be considered.
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4

Use case

The application of our approach is presented in two separate examples of current
product architecture issues.

4.1 System definition
Our research approach enhanced the ‘classical’ product architecture definition
by considering emerging packaging spaces. A vehicle usually offers limited packaging space to accommodate components. Such installation spaces are represented
by the packaging spaces domain. The actual system definition and its dependencies between components, functions and packaging spaces are illustrated in figure 4.1.
Enhanced Product Architecture

MDM Framework
Classical Product Architecture

Functions

Components
Packaging
Spaces

F

C

interrelate

is enabled by
(1) connected: geometrical/
physical/ energy-& mass flow
(2) propagate changes

PS

Accommodated in
geom.
adjoining

Fig. 4.1 System definition of an enhanced product architecture using functions,
components and packaging spaces

4.2 Example 1: gearbox integration (technology push)
In this case, a new gearbox technology is introduced, which changes size as
well as geometrical form of the generic gearbox component. The preexisting gearbox had a wide and flat geometry, whereas the newly introduced gearbox has a
narrower but higher design. Thus it exceeds its initial packaging space limits. The
new geometry collides with the positioning of the exhaust piping, which previously ran below the gearbox along the truck body frame. As a consequence a change
impulse is initiated.
Applying CPM (section 3.2) shows a change in the gearbox has a high likelihood of propagating changes to the exhaust piping. This is visualized in a change
propagation matrix (figure 4.2, left). A hot spot in position (1,3) indicates a high
propagation likelihood from C3 (gearbox) to C1 (exhaust piping). This can be at-
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tributed to the fact that gearbox and exhaust piping are very closely spaced, i.e. the
geometric contingency margin of the gearbox is very small. This leads to change
multiplying behavior in the presence of geometrical modifications of involved
components.
Using SCM (section 3.3), the situation analysis is performed in two steps. Initially, the DMM mapping of components to packaging spaces shows no packaging
space violation between C3 and C1. The geometrical modifications to the gearbox
cause a competitive packaging space situation in PS2 among components C3 and
C1 (see figure 4.2). Although multiple components sharing a packaging space is
not a conflict in itself, it complicates the independent changing of component dimensions amongst others.
From a geometrical point of view, these effects could be remedied by making
the cross section of the exhaust piping flat enough for both components to fit next
to each other in PS2. This would, however, negatively influence the vehicle’s
functionality by reducing the air flow in the exhaust piping. Consequentially, it involves relocating the exhaust piping (as the gearbox is less maneuverable) to avoid
collision and a negative impact on performance.

C3

0,6

0,5

C3

C4

0,5

0,1

C4

C1

C3
X

initial gearbox geometry

C4

X

PS6

X

X

C2

X

PS5

PS2

PS1

PS6

X

PS5

X

X

PS4

C2

PS3

0,1 0,5

PS4

C1

0,2

PS2

PS1

C4

C3

0,1 0,8

C2

PS3

C1

SCM

C2

C1

CPM

X

X
X

new gearbox geometry

Fig. 4.2 Change Propagation Matrices: left: DSM propagation likelihood, right: DMM
component assignment to packaging spaces

Since both CPM and SCM indicate a high likelihood of change propagation between gearbox and exhaust piping, an architectural standard which avoids this interdependency by separating both components from each other is proposed. This
could be realized by determining that the exhaust piping always runs from the exhaust silencer at the front right side to the back right side. Introducing this architectural standard, the packaging space conflict is resolved by avoiding any collision with the gearbox regardless of the variant in use. As shown in figure 4.3,
components C1 and C3 now have significantly lower change propagation likelihood between each other and no longer constitute a hot spot in the propagation
likelihood matrix. Moving C1 to a different packaging space PS6 (right side of the
vehicle) avoids packaging space competition with C3 regardless of its configuration. This decoupling of the previous component interdependency improves the
value robustness [20] of the product architecture by reducing the complexity of future changes to the gearbox.
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PS3

PS2
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SCM

C2

C1

CPM

X

new gearbox geometry after
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Fig. 4.3. Change Propagation Matrices: left: propagation hot spots eliminated, right: packaging
space conflict avoided by relocating components

4.3 Example 2: new legal regulations (requirement push)
In this example, the event chain of altered legal regulations is discussed. Taking
effect from 2014, German legislation requires new vehicles to conform to EURO
VI emission limits [18, p. 32]. This causes a change impulse.
The EURO IV/V exhaust gas after-treatment system is complemented by two
additional components (AdBlue tank and SCR catalyst). Accommodating both
components in the given packaging spaces to fulfill the legal requirements causes
a packaging space conflict. Thus, the size, position and form of existing components must be carefully considered to solve this conflict. Backward compatibility
and carry over components make this a delicate task as component changes might
propagate into the component functionality (e.g. tank size correlates with range) or
increase the variance of components (i.e. higher costs).
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component-packaging space
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Fig. 4.4 Left: The change propagation likelihood between fuel tank (C2) and AdBlue tank (C5) is
a hot spot. Right: Both components as well as the SCR system (C 6) compete for volume in packaging spaces PS3 and PS4.

Figure 4.4 shows the AdBlue tank (C5) and SCR system (C6) in addition to the existing four components. These components have a very high likelihood of propa-
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gating change to the fuel tank (left), as they compete for the same packaging space
(middle). For a given wheelbase, packaging space PS4 only has a limited volume
to accommodate all three components. The size of the SCR module is fixed, and
the size of the AdBlue tank has to be proportional to the fuel tank (ratio of urea to
fuel consumption is 5-7% [16, p. 173]). Thus, given a certain wheelbase, the fuel
tank has to be adapted in size to avoid component collisions. Fuel tank volume is
not an explicit requirement, though, but rather implied by the need for the greatest
range possible. Since the wheelbase limits the total volume, the fuel tank volume
is inevitably reduced by the amount necessary to avoid conflicts.
The dimensions of the SCR system and AdBlue tank as well as its connection
to the exhaust piping are constant. An architectural standard is defined, which always places the SCR system at the front right side of the truck frame, indicated as
PS4 in figure 4.5. The fuel tank (C2) is confined to PS3 and shares this space with
the AdBlue tank (C5). Their respective volumes strongly depend upon each other
(see figure 4.5, left) and can be maximized proportionally depending on the available space provided by the given wheelbase. This remaining package space competition and circular change propagation can be handled by always considering
fuel tank and AdBlue tank as one coupled system which will be changed altogether if necessary, thereby isolating and internalizing their change multiplying behavior as proposed by [8, p. 4]. The compromise in volume and therefore the maximum range of the vehicle is marked by the asterisks in figure 4.5 (right),
indicating altered functionality.
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Fig. 4.5 Architecture standardization places the SCR module (C6) in a dedicated location (PS4).
The fuel tank (C2) and the AdBlue tank (C5) compete for volume in PS3 and have to be modified
together due to their high mutual change propagation likelihood (middle). The functionality of C2
and C5 is limited by the available volume in PS3.
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5

Conclusion and Future Work

As shown, the proposed approach combines elements of Change Prediction Method and Structural Complexity Management as a decision-making aid for product
architecture standardization in the early concept phase of product development.
The CPM can identify areas of high change propagation likelihood and therefore
help eliminate change mines by confining their influence with by reasonable
standardization guidelines. SCM can be used to generically structure and resolve
issues of component placement in the truck package.
The proposed approach is limited by the availability of information and its abstraction level, as higher levels of detail require higher data acquisition effort. Furthermore, the approach does not model quantitative aspects like actual component
dimensions. Ongoing and further research combines this approach with early digital mock-ups of vehicle concepts automatically generated from requirements specifications in order to generate architectural standards which also take quantitative
data into account based on further expansion of the packaging space model
[12, p. 7-11].
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